
Chapter 2381 

Mr. Burdock’s body surged with a fierce momentum, and his clothes also swelled and fluttered with 

exploding energy. 

 

His gray hair stood on end as his eyebrows appeared like two sharp blades. 

 

An extremely fierce and powerful energy pressure soared within a one-meter radius under his feet, 

wrapping his entire being inside it. 

 

It was as if Mr. Burdock was in the center of the energy storm. His eyes turned blue and white in an 

instant, Then. 

 

Roar! 

 

He opened his mouth and roared, slamming his hands on the ground frenziedly. 

 

Rumble! 

 

Suddenly, with Mr. Burdock as the center, a layer of white ice was rapidly forming on the ground. In a 

split second, he froze the entire area within a one-mile radius. 

 

Then! 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Nine ferocious ice crystal dragons burst out from under the layer of ice on the ground. The sky 

sparkled brilliantly! 

 



Nine ice crystal dragons about tens of meters long broke through the ice from the ground. 

 

The nine roaring dragons wreaked havoc in the hall, shattering the glass steel roof. 

 

Clatter! 

 

The broken glass in the sky and those dazzling ice crystal dragons formed a shocking scene. 

 

All the disciples and supernatural present were stunned. 

 

Such an apocalyptic scene was like nothing they had ever seen before. 

 

Was this the strength of a disciple of the fourth zone? 

 

It was too powerful! 

 

 

Such means were enough to make them worship Mr. Burdock from the bottom of their hearts. 

 

“Slash!” Mr. Burdock shouted angrily, his pupils shining with the color of ice crystals. 

 

This was a reaction to the ice attribute being pushed to the extreme! 

 

Philip’s expression changed as he looked at the nine ice crystal dragons that swooped down from the 

sky. 

 



This attack from the old coot actually displayed the strength of the fifth zone. 

 

As expected of the previous generation of disciples, Their strength was profound. 

 

However, Philip remained fearless. 

 

He looked up at the nine giant ice crystal dragons roaring and swooping down from the sky. 

 

He stomped his feet on the ground and jumped into the air. Then, with his hands, he drew circles on 

his side! 

 

One by one, white swords of energy formed like a circular fan with Philip as the center, which 

gradually opened up and formed a full circle. 

 

Then, Philip put his hands together in front of his chest and conjured another image of a sharp sword. 

 

The circle of white energy swords next to him vibrated with biting chills and terrifying energy 

pressure. 

 

The sharp sword energy raged in this area. The sky was filled with the sounds of clanking swords! 

 

“Slash!” Philip roared! 

 

Countless white swords of energy aimed at the nine giant ice crystal dragons that were roaring and 

swooping from the sky. 

 

They slashed out in anger. 



 

One by one, the white swords of energy slashed at the bodies of the ice crystal dragons and pierced 

through their huge jaws. 

 

The entire scene created a great impact. 

 

The white swords of energy collided with the ice crystal dragons, causing both to shatter and collapse 

constantly. 

 

The entire sky formed an extremely shocking scene. 

 

Boom! 

 

At the last minute! 

 

The nine ice crystal dragons and the countless white swords of energy shattered together. 

 

Where they collided, a dazzling white energy storm halo was formed. 
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Rumble! 

 

The world lost all color! 

 

The sky was filled with shattering crystals that were bright and dazzling. 

 



Philip diffused Mr. Burdock’s strongest attack all by himself. 

 

Instantly, the hall was dead silent! 

 

The sky was dazzling white. 

 

Mr. Burdock stood on the spot and looked up in the air. 

 

Everyone thought Philip would be killed by this attack. 

 

However, when the white light faded, they saw a figure hovering in mid- air with dozens of white 

energy swords suspended next to him. 

 

With a hook of Philip’s fingers, these energy swords aimed at Mr. Burdock on the ground. 

 

Then, like rapidly firing bullets, a stream of energy swords fired at Mr. Burdock. 

 

At this moment, Mr. Burdock stared at the figure in the sky. 

 

A strong threat of death welled up in his heart. 

 

The fifth zone! 

 

At this moment of death, he finally determined that this young man had reached the fifth zone! 

 

Boom! 



 

The ground shook as smoke billowed everywhere. 

 

The place where Mr. Burdock stood was instantly covered by white swords. 

 

Perfect and precise strike! 

 

When the smoke and dust cleared, the spot where Mr. Burdock stood had collapsed. As for Mr. 

Burdock, his body had been pierced through by countless white energy swords, and he was covered in 

blood. 

 

Then, he reluctantly fell into a pool of blood. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The scene was deathly silent! 

 

At that moment, no one else dared to look down on Philip. 

 

Such means, such destructive force. Even one of the seven expert guardians of the Singer family had 

been killed by him. 

 

“Holy shit!” 

 

“He is even stronger than Mr. Burdock!” 

 

In that case, he should be at least at the peak of the fourth zone, if not the fifth zone. 



 

Instantly, everyone gulped and dared not make a sound. 

 

His strength was too terrifying. He should at least be in the top 20 of the Disciple List! 

 

He was still so young! 

 

Who the hell is this guy? 

 

Could he be a king of disciples? 

 

Philip landed on the ground and looked indifferently at Ronan and the others who stood there 

silently. 

 

With today’s battle, Philip’s fame would completely spread through the disciple community in the 

north and south. 

 

He single-handedly killed the expert guardian of the Singer family from the northern area. 

 

It could be foreseen that the Singer family would jump in fury and send experts to demand an 

explanation. 

 

Philip naturally understood this, so after he landed, he walked toward Ronan and the others. 

 

At this moment, Ronan had already woken up. His heart was aching after watching the scene of Philip 

killing Mr.Burdock. 

 



At this moment, seeing Philip approaching with a cold expression, Ronan roared, “How dare you kill 

an expert guardian of the Singer family? You’re simply courting death!” 

 

However, Philip looked at Ronan blandly and said, “So what if I killed him? If your Singer family is 

discontent, feel free to come and look for me. My name is Philip Clarke.” 

 

Hearing this, Ronan’s blood boiled as he said angrily, “Insolence! My Singer family will never let you 

off!” 

 

Philip calmly looked at Ronan, pondered for a moment, and said, “In that case, you can also join your 

guardian.” 

 

After saying that, Philip put his fingers together and a white energy sword flew up against Ronan’s 

neck. 

 

At that moment, Ronan truly experienced the threat of death. 

 

He quickly changed his tone and said, “Spare my life! I surrender! I’m an idiot and I was wrong! If you 

kill me, you’ll sow discord between the disciples in the north and south.When the time comes, all the 

expert guardians of the Singer family will be dispatched. You won’t be able to escape! If you let me go, 

the Singer family will not pursue the matter today!” 

 

Ronan was still acting tough the previous second, but now, he had started begging for mercy. 

 

It was human nature to fear death. 


